
Outcomes Assessment
Preface
A set of dashboards detailing the product’s standing among peers in a set of defined metrics:
• Net (Investment) Returns over 1,3,5 and 10 years (subject to option start date)
• Level of Investment Risk
• Fees and costs

Contents
• Part A – PSSap
• Part B – ADF Super
• Part C – CSCri TRIS
• Part D – CSCri RIS

Methodology
The methodology supporting the assessments is provided at Appendix 1

Assessment Key
Above median (above 60th percentile) – product has higher returns/less risk/lower fees and costs than peers      

Around median (40th-60th percentile) - product has similar returns/similar risk/similar fees and costs to peers     

Below median (below 40th percentile) – product has lower returns/more risk/higher fees and costs than peers

Product Comparison Component
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PART A:  

PSSap Product Options 
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Assessment Commentary 

 Returns after fees, costs and taxes: Shorter-horizon peer underperformance in PSSap MySuper Balanced option is consistent with strategy. Portfolio risk was reduced in February 2020, as 

evidence of the COVID-19 pandemic unfolded, and reversed back to a neutral stance from May/June.  Our neutral position is calibrated to our implicit liability to our customers, not to peers, 

and focuses on preservation of our customers’ retirement funding ratios through generation of high net real returns per unit of risk.  This enables manufacture of efficient portfolios with 

robust downside protection and consistently manifests in around 85%-87% upside capture of strong market returns and 40% downside avoidance in poor markets, relative to peers.  

 Level of Investment Risk: The PSSap MySuper Balanced option takes a measurably lower level of investment risk versus competitors in this category. 

 Fees and Costs: Fees and costs were higher than peers in FY19/20, reflecting our performance fee cycle.  Performance fees are used to align our investment managers with our customers. 
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Assessment Commentary 

 Returns after fees, costs and taxes: The PSSap Aggressive option has performed ahead of peers, ranking consistently in the top quartile across the time periods presented. 

 Level of Investment Risk: The PSSap Aggressive option takes a measurably lower level of growth-asset exposure versus competitors in this category. 

 Fees and Costs: Fees and costs were higher than peers in FY19/20, reflecting our performance fee cycle.  Performance fees are used to align our investment managers with our customers.  
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Assessment Commentary 

 Returns after fees, costs and taxes: The PSSap Income Focused option has consistently outperformed the median peer option across all the time periods presented. 

 Level of Investment Risk: The PSSap Income-Focused option has a level of growth-asset exposure slightly above the median. 

 Fees and Costs: Fees and costs were higher than peers in FY19/20, reflecting our performance fee cycle.  Performance fees are used to align our investment managers with our customers. 
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Assessment Commentary 

 Returns after fees, costs and taxes: The PSSap Cash option underperformed peers mainly due to our true-to-label risk taking.  

 Level of Investment Risk: The PSSap Cash option is a pure cash option, in accordance with APRA’s guidelines.  It does not take on additional credit risk and duration risk, as some peer 

options do in low rate environments. 

 Fees and Costs: Due to our scale, our fees and costs for the Cash option are low.  
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Assessment Commentary 

 Returns after fees, costs and taxes: The PSSap Balanced Ancillary option has performed in the median range of our peers across the time periods presented. 

 Level of Investment Risk: The PSSap Balanced Ancillary option takes a measurably lower level of investment risk versus competitors in this category. 

 Fees and Costs: Fees and costs were higher than peers in FY19/20 reflecting our performance fee cycle.  Performance fees are used to align our investment managers with our customers.  
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PART B:  

ADF Super 
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Assessment Commentary 

 Returns after fees, costs and taxes: Shorter-horizon peer underperformance in the ADF Super MySuper Balanced option is consistent with strategy. Portfolio risk was reduced in February 

2020, as evidence of the COVID-19 pandemic unfolded, and reversed back to a neutral stance from May/June.  Our neutral position is calibrated to our implicit liability to our customers, not 

to peers, and focuses on preservation of our customers’ retirement funding ratios through generation of high net real returns per unit of risk.  This enables manufacture of efficient portfolios 

with robust downside protection and consistently manifests in around 85%-87% upside capture of strong market returns and 40% downside avoidance in poor markets, relative to peers.  

 Level of Investment Risk: The ADF Super MySuper Balanced option takes a measurably lower level of investment risk versus competitors in this category. 

 Fees and Costs: Fees and costs were higher than peers in FY19/20, reflecting our performance fee cycle.  Performance fees are used to align our investment managers with our customers.  
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Assessment Commentary 

 Returns after fees, costs and taxes: The ADF Super Aggressive option has performed ahead of peers, ranking in the top quartile for both time periods presented. 

 Level of Investment Risk: The ADF Super option takes a measurably lower level of growth-asset exposure versus competitors in this category. 

 Fees and Costs: Fees and costs were higher than peers in FY19/20, reflecting our performance fee cycle.  Performance fees are used to align our investment managers with our customers..  
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Assessment Commentary 

 Returns after fees, costs and taxes: The ADF Super Income Focused option has consistently outperformed the median peer option across both time periods presented. 

 Level of Investment Risk: The ADF Super Income-Focused option has a level of growth-asset exposure slightly above the median.  

 Fees and Costs: Fees and costs were higher than peers in FY19/20, reflecting our performance fee cycle.  Performance fees are used to align our investment managers with our customers. 
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Assessment Commentary 

 Returns after fees, costs and taxes: The ADF Super Cash option underperformed peers mainly due to our true-to-label risk taking.  

 Level of Investment Risk: .The ADF Super Cash option is a pure cash option, in accordance with APRA’s guidelines.  It does not take on additional credit risk and duration risk, as some peer 

options do in low rate environments. 

 Fees and Costs: Due to our scale, our fees and costs for the Cash option are low.  
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PART C:  

CSCri TRIS 
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Assessment Commentary 

 Returns after fees, costs and taxes: The CSCri TRIS Aggressive option has performed ahead of peers, ranking in the top quartile for both time periods presented. 

 Level of Investment Risk: The CSCri TRIS Aggressive option takes a measurably lower level of growth-asset exposure versus competitors in this category. 

 Fees and Costs: Fees and costs were higher than peers in FY19/20, reflecting our performance fee cycle.  Performance fees are used to align our investment managers with our customers.   
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Assessment 

 Returns after fees, costs and taxes: The CSCri TRIS Balanced option has performed around median compared to peers for both time periods presented. 

 Level of Investment Risk: The CSCri TRIS Balanced option takes a measurably lower level of investment risk versus competitors in this category. 

 Fees and Costs: Fees and costs were higher than peers in FY19/20, reflecting our performance fee cycle.  Performance fees are used to align our investment managers with our customers. 
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Assessment Commentary 

 Returns after fees, costs and taxes: The CSCri TRIS Income Focused option has outperformed the median peer option for both time periods presented. 

 Level of Investment Risk: The CSCri TRIS Income-Focused option has a level of growth asset exposure slightly above the median.  

 Fees and Costs: Fees and costs were higher than peers in FY19/20, reflecting our performance fee cycle.  Performance fees are used to align our investment managers with our customers. 
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Assessment Commentary 

 Returns after fees, costs and taxes: The CSCri TRIS Cash option underperformed peers mainly due to our true-to-label risk taking.  

 Level of Investment Risk: The CSCri TRIS Cash option is a pure cash option, in accordance with APRA’s guidelines.  It does not take on additional credit risk and duration risk, as some peer 

options do in low rate environments. 

 Fees and Costs: Reflecting the relatively small scale of this option vs that of peer options in this category, fees and costs were higher than peers in FY19/20. 
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PART D:  

CSCri RIS 
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Assessment Commentary 

 Returns after fees, costs and taxes: The CSCri RIS Aggressive option has performed ahead of peers, consistently ranking in the top quartile for the time periods presented. 

 Level of Investment Risk: The CSCri RIS Aggressive option has an above median level of growth asset exposures. 

 Fees and Costs: Fees and costs were higher than peers in FY19/20, reflecting our performance fee cycle.  Performance fees are used to align our investment managers with our customers.  
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Assessment Commentary 

 Returns after fees, costs and taxes: Shorter-horizon peer underperformance in the CSCri RIS Balanced option is consistent with strategy. Portfolio risk was reduced in February 2020, as 

evidence of the COVID-19 pandemic unfolded, and reversed back to a neutral stance from May/June.  Our neutral position is calibrated to our implicit liability to our customers, not to peers, 

and focuses on generating high net real returns per unit of risk.  This enables manufacture of efficient portfolios with robust downside protection. The CSCri RIS Balanced option has 

outperformed the median over longer time periods. 

 Level of Investment Risk: The CSCri RIS Balanced option has an above median level of growth asset exposures 

 Fees and Costs: Fees and costs were higher than peers in FY19/20, reflecting our performance fee cycle.  Performance fees are used to align our investment managers with our customers.  
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Assessment Commentary 

 Returns after fees, costs and taxes: The CSCri RIS Income Focused option has consistently outperformed the median peer option across all the time periods presented. 

 Level of Investment Risk: The CSCri RIS Income-Focused option has a median level of growth asset exposure. 

 Fees and Costs: Fees and costs were higher than peers in FY19/20.  
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Assessment Commentary 

 Returns after fees, costs and taxes: The CSCri RIS Cash option underperformed peers mainly due to our true-to-label risk taking. 

 Level of Investment Risk: The CSCri RIS Cash option is a pure cash option, in accordance with APRA’s guidelines.  It does not take on additional credit risk and duration risk, as some peer 

options do in low rate environments. 

 Fees and Costs: Fees and costs were higher than peers in FY19/20, due to the relatively small scale of this option.  
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APPENDIX 1:                  
 

Assessment Methodology 

 

1. Reporting on MySuper products is based on the methodology set out in APRA Prudential Practice Guide SPS 516 Business Performance Review i.e. using data published in 
APRA’s MySuper Quarterly Statistics provided under APRA Reporting Standard SRS 702.0 Investment Performance (SRS 702.0) and Reporting Standard SRS 700.0 Product 
Dashboard (SRS 700.0) as follows: 

 
a) ‘fees and costs’ - utilise ‘representative’ member fees and costs at item 4.4 of SRS 702.0; 
b) ‘the return’ – utilise ’net return’ at item 4.3 of SRS 702.0; and 
c) ‘the level of investment risk’ – utilise ‘level of investment risk’ at item 3 of SRS 700.0. 

 
2. Reporting on products other than MySuper products is based on the relevant SuperRatings SR50 index data for each investment option. 
 

3. Comparisons are made based on the universe of comparable products i.e. all products in APRA’s MySuper Quarterly Statistics for CSC’s MySuper products, and all of the 
products in the relevant SuperRatings SR50 index for CSC’s other products.  

 
4. Comparison of investment returns (representative member investment performance) is conducted for 1, 3, 5 and 10 year periods, subject to the start date of the investment 

option. 
 

5. Data used is for the year (or years) ended 30 June 2020 where available. Fees and costs data for products other than MySuper products is based on the 31 October 2020 
SuperRatings data, which included CSC’s fees and costs for the year ended 30 June 2020 for the first time following an update to our Product Disclosure Statements.  Fees and 
costs data for peer products other than MySuper products may not be directly comparable as a result, but it was the best data available at the time of making the assessment. 
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